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RIGHT and SETHEADING pointers go with
the "clockwise" circles. Affix the LEFT
pointer to the "counterclockwise" circle ..
To use a twirler to turn left or nght,
select the appropriate twirler and turn the
pointer to the 0 I 360 position. Place the
transparent circle on the computer screen
so that the twirler and pointer are lined up
with the direction the turtle is headed. Hold
the circle in place and turn the pointer left or
right until it is facing the direction you want
for the turtle. Read the angle indicated by
the pointer. Use this number to tell the turtle
how far to turn.
To set the heading of the turtle, select
the SETHEADING twirler. Hold the twirler
on the computer screen so that the ~ I 3~0
position is pointing up and the pomter IS
over the screen turtle. Turn only the pointer
until it is facing the direction you want for the
turtle. Use the number indicated by the
pointer with the SETHEADING command.

END
Creating a Logo learning environment
is a pleasurable, long-term exper~ence
affecting the way all children learn m an
entire school community. Teachers, parents, and children can become involved in
the process of examining their own progress
toward such common goals as experiential
learning, trying out various solutio~~ t~
problems without looking for the one nght
answer, and devising ways to learn together
and to support one another in this endeavor.
Elaine Blitman and Barbara Jamile are the
K-2 and 3-4 supervisors at the Punahou
School in Honolulu, HI. They have been
using Logo with young children since 1982.
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Logo LinX
by Judi Harris

Logo Music:
A Numerical Denomination
(Ed. Note: "Logo LinX" is a new column we have added to provide ideas for
linking Logo to various curriculum areas. In
the coming months, Judi Harris will report
on a variety of ways Logo can "disappear"
into the subject area, and still make an
important contribution.)
One of my favorite "peanuts" cartoons
shows Linus, with Charlie Brown's little sister, Sally, sitting beside him. He patiently
explains, "Now say we cut an apple in half
... we have two halves, don't we?"
Sally responds hysterically, "That's
fractions! You're trying to reach me fractions! You know I'll never understand fractions! What are you trying to do to me? I'll
go crazy! I'll ... "
The Problem

Our students have an important message for us: fractional relationships are difficult to understand. Perhaps this is because
there are few non-contrived "real-life" situations that can be used as effective models
for instruction of these somewhat abstruse
concepts.
History bears out these complaints of
confusion: while the Babylonian numeration system was complex enough to sport
place value and numbers expressed in
base sixty (let alone the first known appearance of the notion of zero, the foundations
of algebra, and astoundlingly accurate astronomical calculations), neither the Babylonians nor their Egyptian predecessors had
more than a vague idea of the addition of
rational numbers. There just didn't seem to
be practical situations requiring multiplica-
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tion and division of fractions. Need we wonder, then, at the d~fficulty with which our
young students perform their operations on
fractions?
Yet, there is a motivating, easily understandable, culturally resonant microworld
which quite naturally utilizes fractional relationships and operations: MUSIC! Musical
notation uses rational labels to indicate the
length of each note, and the number of
beats for each note is derived through
rational operations.
Children are often amazed to observe
that they have been comfortably manipulating relatively high-level fractional calculations in music class. This often gives them
the boost of confidence that they may
require to tackle a difficult set of abstract
notions in anything more than a rote way.
Then, Logo to the rescue! The students can play with their new understandings in a creative, child-centered, problem
solving environment, using Logo music.
The System

Terrapin and Krell Logo music commands for the Apple II computer are really
procedure names that must be read into
the workspace from the file "MUSIC on the
utilities disk.
(Ed. Note: A file for music in Apple
Logo is included on the Apple Logo Tool Kit
available from your Apple dealer. A music
file for Commodore Logo is included on the
utilities disk provided. Both the Apple Logo
and the Commodore Logo music commands operate similarly to those discussed
in this column. Several more recent Logo
versions, such as IBM Logo, Apple Logo II,
and LogoWriter, have built-in music commands. Refer to your reference manual for
details.)
The user is then free to compose
away, using the command PLAY. PLAY
takes two inputs: a list of pitches and a list of
durations of the notes desired, coded in
order of occurrence, and indicated by m;m-
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bers. For example, the first phrase of "Row,
Row, Row Your Boat" might look like this:
PLAY [4+ 4+ 4+ 6+ 8+ 8+ 6+ 8+ 9+
10+][40 40 30 10 40 30 10 30 10 80]

The first pitch, 4+, which roughly corresponds to middle C, was given a duration
of 40, as opposed to the last pitch, 10+,
which roughly corresponds to a G natural,
and would be held out for twice as long. In
standard musical notation, the phrase
would look something like this:

Notice that the appearance of the
notes changes according to the specified
I The first note is
duration of the pitch.
called a "quarter note." - and the last, a
"half note." 1 An interesting equation can
be formed d
by looking at the durations
of the first and last pitches: 40 + 40 = 80.
This corresponds to the note equation 1/4 +
1/4 = 1/2.
And the other durations? The duration of 10 is one quarter of one quarter note
(1/4 times 1/4) or a sixteenth note.
~
How many times have you won- J
dered whether your students will ever really
need to multiply fractions in the "real
world?" The pitches with a duration of 30
are 3/4 of a quarter note (3/4 times 1/4
equals 3/16). The 3/16 and the 1/16 note
together ~ ~ form a total value of 4/16,
which, -: - J when put in lowest terms,
is a quarter (1/4) note (30 + 10 =40).
So, in the writing of one ten-note
phrase, the students have intuitively manipulated not only the labeling of fractional
parts, but also fractional equivalence,
simplest terms, addition and multiplication
of rational numbers, and, by inverse relations, the subtraction and division of fractions as well.
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Fraction Power
Truly, these are powerful ideas, not
just in terms of the "real worldness" of Logo,
but also as a concrete example of one of
the many links between the arts and mathematics. These connections existed long
before even Mozart was a child, and musicians utilized them freely; yet, just as in the
case of turtle graphics making clear the
relationships of geometric constructions,
Logo music can illuminate difficult fractional
concepts for the student. I must confess that
this fractional terminology baffled me as a
young piano student, and I subsequently
hated "piano theory." If only I had known
Logo then!
Consider, for example, the arrangement of the part of the piano keyboard that
contains the notes to our "Row, Row"
phrase.

A

B

c

D E F G A

Notice that there is a black key "between" the C and D, yet not "between" the E
and F. In musical terminology, there is a
"whole step" in pitch between C and D; Dis
a whole tone higher than C, while there is
only a "half step" between E and F, or, F is a
half tone higher than E. This helps to understand why the C pitch is 4+ and the D is 6+
(5+ is the pitch number for C sharp or D flat,
the alternate names for the black key between C and D), while the pitch number for
E is 8+ and 9+ for F, which is only a half
step higher.
There are also fractional relationships
in the time signature specifications of music.
The time signature of a piece essentially
identifies how many of which type of note
there will be in each measure of music. Our
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"Row, Row" example was written in the most
common time designation, 4 I 4, which
means that there are the equivalent of 4
(numerator) quarter notes (denominator) in
each measure. Had the time signature read
"2 I 4," there would be 2 quarter notes in
each measure. It stands to reason, then,
that given a constant time value for 1 beat
(quarter note), a measure in 2 I 4 music
would take 1/2 the time of a measure of 4 I 4
music (214 = 1/2) . Further, a measure in 314
time under the same assumption would
take 314 the time of a measure in 4 I 4 time.
Equivalences become clear and selfchecking when linked to familiar music.
Two eighth notes or four sixteenth notes
take the same amount of time as one quarter note (118 + 1/8 = 218 or 114; 1116 + 1/16 +
1116 + 1116 = 4116 or 1/4). In 4 I 4 time, a
total of 4 quarter notes or 8 eighth notes or
sixteen sixteenth notes can occupy a measure (1 measure divided by 114 = 4; 1 divided by 118 = 8; 1 divided by 1116 = 16). In
314 time, a total of 3 quarter notes or 6
eighth notes or 12 sixteenth notes can
make a measure (314 divided by 114 = 3; 314
divided by 118 = 6; 314 divided by 1116 =
12). And in the "Row, Row" example, the
first measure is composed of three 114
notes, one 3116 (dotted eighth) note, and
one 1116 note (114 + 114 + 3116 + 1116 + 114

= 1 ).
Mind boggling? Exciting? Stimulating? That's what the students think. And
for those not ready to understand addition
of fractions with unlike denominators or
multiplication of rational numbers, the
whole number multiples-of-ten duration
numbers are perfectly comprehensible.
When manipulating them in relationship to
each other, students are setting the stage
for a more abstract understanding of
rational numbers later in their education.

The Projects
These interdisciplinary connections
provide fertile ground for integrated study of
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mathematics, music, and computer science.
For example, I introduced the study of Logo
music to fourth - graders who had been
working with fractions and pattern blocks.
In this set of powerful manipulative materials, small green equilateral triangles can be
fitted together to cover a blue rhombus
block, a red trapezoidal block, or a yellow
hexagonal block.

IV\
I instructed the students to think of a
"cat face" shape ( a hexagon with two extra
triangles attached) as one whole.

They then identified what 1/2, 1/4, 1/8,
1 1/2 etc. of the "cat face" would be in terms
of blocks. I gave them a sheet with a sequence of pattern block shapes on it, and
played a familiar tune on the recorder for
them, hinting that they should follow the
sheet for a clue for what it had to do with my.
song.
They quickly surmised the relationship; the rhombus "notes" were twice as
long as the triangle "notes," and so on. I
then asked one of the children to "spell out"
the melody in blocks, then mix up the sequence. I played the tune with the same
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nates, but the mixed-up durations, and the
children were quick to point out that the
shapes were like musical staff notes. This
led to a fascinating discussion of the etiology of duration names, values of combinations of durations, time signatures, and
speed in music. They delighted in repeatedly rearranging the shape sequence for
me to play, and many came in the next day
with puzzles for their classmates to solve:
shape sequences to represent the melodies
of their favorite rock and folk songs that we
hung (with hidden answers) on the bulletin
board.
The transition to Logo music was simple. Again using the "cat face," and related
shapes, I constructed an incomplete "IFTHEN" statement:
If cat-face= 80, then
triangle=?
rhombus=?
hexagon=?
Then, what if cat-face = 360, 6000, etc.?
supplied a note conversion chart, played
several tunes for demonstration, quickly
reviewed file requirements and syntax, and
they were off and composing!
One young clarinetist even transcribed all of his recent practice pieces to Logo
music, and continues to do this at home; he
says that it is a great way to check to see if
he is playing the pieces correctly. Another
child decided to use much of his programming time in class, at recess, and at home
to construct a type of "computer piano," a
superprocedure that will accept either just a
letter name for a note or a name and duration (q=quarter, h=half, etc.) and play it
immediately upon keystroke. He plans to
extend the program to allow the user to
enter a series of durations, drawing the
notes as they are being played.
Two students in the school choir (one
alto and one soprano) decided to program
their harmonizing parts to the same song.
Their plan was to load each part into a
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separate computer, then press the RETURN
keys in unison to achieve the desired harmony effect. There were gasps of admiration and much cheering from classmates
and teacher alike when the impromptu
"concert" was held. Their work inspired me
to "procedurize" a soprano recorder trio by
Handel. The performance was as wellreceived as could be expected from a roomful of Bruce Springsteen fans.
There is an important message underlying these suggestions, and future articles
in this column. Students can experience
the computer more as a tool and less as a
separate subject of study if Logo projects

MathWorlds
edited by
A. J. (Sandy) Dawson
(Ed. note: The growth of Logo has
made it possible to begin the addition of
more specialized columns.
The first of
these, MathWorlds, will be devoted to the
use of Logo in the exploration of mathematics and related concepts. We are especially pleased to have Sandy Dawson as the
column editor.)
Logo has been intimately related to
mathematics since it was created more than
a decade ago. Indeed, it is difficult to think
of Logo without associating it with turtle geometry, a linkage reminiscent of a psychologist's word association test. Yet, as we all
know, there is more to Logo than turtle geometry. Though this column will not neglect
that aspect of Logo, I seek and wish to
share reports, activities, games, challenges,
and microworlds which use Logo mathematically in ways other than just via turtle geometry. To that end, I invite your letters,
reports, and outlines of activities.
Moreover, I want the column to explore some unexplored regions in the teaching and learning of mathematics. Mathema-
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are carefully woven into the interdisciplinary
fabric of academics. If the fabric seems to
be fraying at your school, with 50 minutes
for math and 40 minutes for music, then why
not use Logo as the loom?
Judi Harris was an elementary school computer use facilitator, graduate education
instructor, and computer consultant for a
number of public and private schools in
Pennsylvania. She is now a doctoral student in education at the University of VirgmJa.
Her CompuServe electronic mail
address is 75116,1207.

tics is an activity of the mind stimulated by
imagination and guided by intuition. Logo
activities and microworlds can assist in the
stirring of the imagination and the triggering
of intuition. For learners in such situations,
both the mathematics and Logo may be
invisible in the sense that the learners are
doing their work by being involved with the
activity or by being immersed in the microworld. This is as it should be. Later, reflection on the experience gives the opportunity
for greater insights to be gained and understandings to be achieved.
To me, it is not Logo the language
which is of critical importance; the philosophy and psychology foundational to Logo
must be central particularly for the development of a Logo culture within the learning
environment. The language itself is a vehicle for the advancement of an approach to
education which honors the integrity,
power, and creativity of children.
Mathematics lessons would be
enhanced by taking place within a Logo
culture, because that culture subordinates
teaching to learning. However, teachers of
mathematics must see it as being in their
self interest to create and function in a Logo
environment. A teacher's self-interest will
be served only if functioning within a Logo
environment is energizing to that teacher,
enabling for the children with whom the
teacher is working, and still allows the teacher to meet community demands for a sound

